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With the rapid development of stock market, the stock market plays an 
increasingly important role in the capital market, whose stable and healthy 
development is related with the stable sustainable development of capital market and 
national economy. Although the depth and breadth of our country’s stock market has 
been greatly expanded, the market still has many shortcomings, such as stock index 
ups and downs, price fluctuates extremely and so on, which may have negative 
impacts on the whole economic system and bring social and economic instability. 
Especially, most of the investors in china are medium and small, whose irrational 
features are obvious, such as blindly follow trend, which will cause stock prices 
deviate from their fundamentals and breed stock market bubble that has kind of 
negative effect on socio-economy. Therefore, combined with Chinese actual situation 
and stock market, this paper tries to study on stock market bubble from the 
perspective of investor sentiment, and then try to further study on the relation between 
investor sentiment and stock market bubble. 
The previous papers basically indirectly imply that investor sentiment may lead 
stock prices to deviate from their intrinsic value, resulting in the stock market bubble, 
from the perspectives of investor sentiment affecting the stock price, stock returns, 
and stock market volatility. This paper intends to try to design the proxy of investor 
sentiment and stock market bubble, directly do the empirical analysis on investor 
sentiment and stock market bubble and find the relationship between investor 
sentiment and stock market bubble. 
First of all, this paper uses quantitative indicators of investor sentiment and 
constructs comprehensive investor sentiment index by principal component analysis 
on the base of broad and domestic research on the measures of investor sentiment. 
Then, this paper does empirical analysis with stock market bubble (bubble coefficient). 















paper finds that investor sentiment and stock market bubble have relation with each 
other. Firstly, the change of investor sentiment leads the formation of stock market 
bubble. Then, the stock market bubble causes further changes in investor sentiment in 
turn. All in all, investor sentiment and stock market bubble cause each other in time 
series and investor sentiment is forward-looking. 
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攀升，经过长达两年的牛市行情，2001 年 6 月 14 日升至 2245 点，随后一路下
跌，更在 2005 年 6 月 6 日跌破千点大关。自 2005 年 6 月起，中国股市又开始了
长达两年多的大牛市。上证综合指数从 2005 年 6 月 6 日的 998.23 点起到 2007
年 10 月 16 日 高涨至 6124.04 点，翻了 6 倍之多，在 2008 年 11 月 3 日再次跌
到 1606.73 点；深证成份指数从 2005 年 6 月 3 日的 2590.53 点，涨到 2007 年 10
月 10 日的 高 19600.03 点，狂涨了 7.56 倍之多，不过， 后还是在 2008 年 11
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